I have over 25K of debt with Lloyds TSB who have been very quiet for a couple of years, so I’m reluctant to draw attention to any of my accounts with them. I’ve also defaulted on two debts for £4286 and £470, along with 4 liability orders for over 2k. I can’t afford to repay them.

No, not me, but those of a squatter of the advice forums, one who likes to dish out very odd advice. Someone who is so lax with his own finances, someone so blasé about needing to pay back their debts, someone so utterly bereft of the feeling of responsibility to those generous enough to lend him money. Yet he feels he is qualified to offer advice and debt counselling? What advice could he give; how to evade paying anything back?

Despite this trail of financial destruction, he seems to have managed to get a 2k loan to purchase a Motor-Home in 2012. Are these people mad? Now, I won’t name him in this post in case it upsets Harrow-Boy, so let’s just say he apparently likes to go by the name of LondonGal on Money Savings Expert and Deanna on Mumsnet (that should please her). I wonder if he dresses differently when using those profiles? Hmmm.
Comments on: "Doesn’t Apply To Me" (10)

Cauldron Kate said:
February 28, 2015 at 12:18 am
Obviously a reference to the Welsh lad who appears most on this site. I wonder if he tried to walk away from more debt than *** actually did when their businesses went bust leaving creditors struggling to pick up the pieces and possibly having to lose their own livelihood because of him?
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plentyfishy said:
February 28, 2015 at 10:44 am
Why would think this page refers to the Welsh lad?
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Undercover Angel said:
March 2, 2015 at 3:49 am
Because of the usernames quoted.
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plentyfishy said:
March 2, 2015 at 8:25 am
You mean the female usernames?
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Cauldron Kate said:
February 28, 2015 at 6:40 pm
I read about him on this site before you changed it.
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plentyfishy said:
February 28, 2015 at 6:44 pm
Changed what? You are amusing.
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**Topsy said:**
February 28, 2015 at 7:35 pm
Anyone know of a way to dodge car tax please? Or how to be a raving lunatic? Or how to say this in Welsh? Or how to drink bleach? Or how to hang yourself with a Dyson lead?
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**peterbard said:**
March 4, 2015 at 3:54 pm
Pathetic.
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**plentyfishy said:**
March 4, 2015 at 5:20 pm
Isn’t it just? That post by Topsy was by Mr Rat by the way. Such a vile creature.
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**Lord Swindlelot said:**
March 11, 2015 at 11:38 pm
Welsh and lad are both untrue. He’s not from Wales and he ain’t a lad either.

PS Celestine is bit pissed at you using her username on here. Nice touch
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